In this paper we investigate Szilard languages of IO-grammars. First we show, similar to the proof in Moriya [Information and Control 22 (1973), 139-162], that these languages are context-sensitive. It is known that there are context-free languages L such that no context-free grammar for L has a contextfree Szilard language. Since a context-free language L is also an IO-language the question arises if there exists an IO-grammar for L with a context-free Szilard language.
INTRODUCTION
Szilard languages of phrase-structure grammars are investigated in the literature as a measure of derivational complexity of grammars (Moriya, 1973) . In this paper we study the Szilard languages of IO-grammars, a type of grammar, which is an extension of context-free grammars but not a phrase-structure grammar.
For the notion of a macro grammar with inside-out mode of derivation, [O-grammar for short, and related concepts see or Fischer (1968) . Let GM = (Z, ~, ~F', p, S,/7) be an IO-grammar, where/7 = (Tr I ,..., 7r,~} is the set of productions. A termF(a~ ,..., %(F)) withF e ~', el terms over Z, o~, p for i e [1 : p(F)] is called a macro, and the ai's are called arguments of the macro. In contrast to the convention in Fischer (1968) , 0-ary macros, i.e. macros with p(F) = 0, are written in the form F().
If a macro F(cr~ .... , %(~)) is a subterm of a term q~, it is called macro in 4. A macro F(a 1 ,..., %@)) in ~ with a i c Z* for i ~ [1 : p(F)] is called applicable.
Let ~ and 4' be terms over Z, ~', p. 4' is directly derivable from ~ with respect to GM iff there is an applicable macro F(a~ .... , %(F)) in ~ and a production 7r~ : F(x~ ,..., xp(e)) --+ 0 in/7 such that 4' is obtained from ~ by application of 7r 3 . This is written as ~ ~=~ 4'-DEFINITION 1.1. Let GM = (Z', ~-, $/-, p, S, H) be an IO-grammar. For every ~r E H* a relation ~ on the set of terms over X, ~', p is defined as follows:
(1) Let e ~/-/* be the empty word. Then ~ ~e ~' iff ~ = ~'.
(2) Let ~r ~ H* and ~r i ~ H. Then ¢ =>~ ¢' iff there is a ¢" with ¢ ~ ¢" ¢,, ~,¢,.
We will write ¢ *~ ¢' iff there is a zr e H* with ¢ ~ ~ ¢'. DEFINITION 1.2. Let GM = (X, ~, ¢/', p, S, 11) be an IO-grammar. Then Sz(GM) = {,~ ] S( ) ~-w, w e 2:*, ,~ e H*} is called the Szilard language orgy.
For an IO-grammar GM a homomorphism ~:
and a homomorphism h:
The following two lemmas are given without proof. 
SZILARD LANGUAGES OF IO-GRAMMARS ARE CONTEXT-SENSITIVE
Let GM = (X, ~-, ~K', p, S,/7) be an IO-grammar with /7 = {% ,..., 7r,~}. We now specify a context-sensitive grammar Gcs = (A r, T, S', P), called the 
Clearly Gcs is context-sensitive. The construction of Gcs for GM is analog to the construction of a context-sensitive grammar for a phrase-structure grammar in Moriya (1973) . (a) u = e. We can only apply production (9) to uj~, i.e. uj, *~ (9) 7r dZ3 = w.
Thus i = k and jk = m --1 holds. (2) is applied:
Now only productions of type (3) may be applied:
In this situation only a production of type (4) is applicable:
By means of productions of type (5) the g% can be shifted to the left off a :
Now only a production of type (8) is applicable. Then production (8a) is applied:
By application of productions: of type (6) the D's are shifted to the right:
Application of production (7) yields:
(~x~) u~+% ~(~) ~Lv~¢(0~) v~ T R d~a = uj~+~ LEMMA 2.1. Let the situation of (2.1) be given. If uj~ -~ ~rLu ~ R3 with = ~r~r~ "" ~r~ holds, then we have: 
L-NORMAL FORM FOR IO-GRAMMARS
First some notations will be defined. Let GM ----(Z', ~', $#, p, S,/7) be an IO-grammar and ¢ a term over 27, ~', p. An applicable macro F(a 1 ,..., ao(F) ) in ¢ is called leftmost applicable macro or LA-macro for short if no applicable macro in ¢ occurs to the left of it. The notations "directly left derivable" or "L-derivable" and "left derivation" are defined in an obvious way. We write ¢~* ~ ¢' if ¢'is derivable from ¢ by application of ~r i to the leftmost applicable macro in ¢. The relation "~:>" for all ~r ~ H* is analogue to the relation "~=". We write ¢ *=~ ¢'if there is a 7r~H* with ¢ ~ ¢'. In the following the notation of "L-normal form" for IO-grammars will be defined. Then we will show that every derivation according to an IO-grammar in L-normal form is a left derivation. ~r is either of the form (A) F(x I .... , xo(p)) --~ G(xl ,..., xo(~) , H(gl ,-.., %(H) (1) Let % be of the form (A), then 
V -~-~G(r I ,..., to(F) , H(g'~ ,..., e'~(n))) ~',

Since v is a term over 27, ~, p, we have
F~(w~y) = F~(~ ,..., ~o(~9)
with ~i e 27*. Remark. Let q~ = ~lF(% .... ,ao(e))~ be a term over 27w~,o ~,p and y q~ 27 t3 $/" k3 ~', then ¢' = 6:~ y~, is a term over 27 k3 ($/" u { y}), ~, p. Given an IO-grammar GM, the following algorithm constructs an IO-grammar G~ in L-normal form, and L(GM) = L(Gfu ) will be shown. The number of occurrences of gT-macros in O~ +1 is one less than in Oi j. Go to (4) with j : = j + 1.
COROLLARY 3.1. Let G M be an IO-grammar in L-normal form. Then every sentential form according to GM has at most one applicable macro, and every derivation according to GM is a left derivation.
Let GM = (Z, ~, $/', p, S, H)
(5) Ifi = n, set G i = G (~+1,°). Halt. Ifi < n, go to (3) This is a left derivation of w by means of productions from H u {rr}. If ~r 1, 7r 2 are not applied, then this derivation is a left derivation according to GM. If rr 1, rr 2 are applied, repeat the procedure. .. , xo(F)) --" H(xl ,..., xo(F) , G(crl .... , %(G) By Corollary 3.4 each IO-language is generated by an IO-grammar in L-normal form, hence
